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a place for reinvigoration

A Maggie’s centre by nature is a place for reflection and contemplation
and is a building which gives back; to the community, to the patients
affected by cancer and to the environment which it occupies. It is a
place for reinvigoration.
To be reciprocal for the health of the person and of the place, the
environment plays a large role in the purpose of the Maggie’s Centre.
The site at Harmer’s Haven is an ecologically diverse area with a
population of 82 residents situated on a single street. The tight
knit community is extremely opposed to developments, which are
regarded by the residents as a disruption to the sensitive coastal
environment and the considerate, family-like culture of the town.
Making a development a positive, the project focuses on the
importance of reinvigoration; embracing the natural elements of the
site and creating a place for observation and introspection and
an atmosphere which is encapsulating, restoring, regenerative and
peaceful. The building is immersive, leaving users to their own thoughts,
in a space of their own through creating opportunities to escape to
private spaces and reflect on their thoughts/situation. Water is key to
the project. As a healing, transformative, and cleansing element which
is ephemeral in nature, water flows through the building and the site,
encapsulating the qualities of introspection and reinvigoration.
The coastal location is at risk of rapid coastal erosion as it is
subject to stormwater run-off and polluted water. The heavy annual
rainfall washes chemicals from nearby farms along with gravel and
other pollutants along the cliff faces, causing risk to the sensitive
ecology of the site and the cliff-side habitats of many species. The
Maggie’s centre addresses these issues to transform the current
negative feedback loop of rapid erosion, water pollution and risk to
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vegetation and habitat, to a positive feedback loop which protects
the coastline, cleanses and redistributes water into the ecosystem
and retains vegetation and habitat of native species. The site
chosen is a brown-field site- an existing loose gravel carpark which
contributes to the polluted water plaguing the site. Positioning the
Maggie’s Centre in this location regenerates the site- creating a
positive impact from the existing negative impact, whilst removing the
need to harm the existing vegetation and capitalising on the existing
network of pathways through the site and the views to the ocean.
The project is designed as a filter, for both the environment and the
patients to flow through the site and become revived along the way.
A biofiltration swale lined with native plants and filter media (varying
sizes of stones and sand) guides users through the site toward the
building, and then flows through the building itself. Positioned along the
natural contours of the site, the swale collects and cleanses water on
its natural flow through the site, coming alive with rain and highlighting
the ephemeral nature of water. This quality is at play throughout the
project, with the central courtyard further highlighting the ephemeral
display. The Northern glass wall of the courtyard becomes a waterfeature in the rain, and can be seen from the main reflection space
adjacent to the kitchen, as well as the circulation areas of the Centre,
with glimpses to the courtyard occurring at moments throughout the
building.
Entry to the building provides patients with the first of a series choices
for the patients to make at their own leisure as they travel through the
building. Providing a sense of agency to the patients and allowing
them to feel in control of the decisions they make, rather than just
being subject to a disease and inundated by doctors and large
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medical teams. The Maggie’s Centre gives them the opportunity for
escape and a chance to reflect on their situation. Providing them a
sense of hope and zest for life rather than a sense of hopelessness
and despair. The timber featured throughout the building acts as
this element of zest, creating a rhythm of the filtration journey through
the building. The use of timber allows for a lightweight building which
is locally and sustainably sourced, and allows for the use of local
construction methods. Timber fins on either side of the courtyard are
carved to include nooks and seating spaces for reflection, providing
the opportunity to huddle in a comforting space and observe the
activities occurring throughout the building. Timber glulam beams
are exposed as a ceiling feature, with a more intricate presence in
the Northern rooms to create the feeling of immersion and warmth.
These rooms are of a smaller scale and slightly set into the ground,
surrounded by the native vegetation of the site to further enhance
this feeling of immersion. The timber beams are recessed into the
ceiling in the Southern rooms, which are larger and more open to
give sense of having been cleansed and starting afresh, with views in
these rooms framing the ocean and coastline. This part of the building
is also raised slightly above ground to give the sense of having been
uplifted and enlightened, having overcome struggles to achieve a
positive well-being.
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